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Josh will have to reconcile his past…
In order to make Kat his future.
 
After surviving a real-life nightmare, Josh Wagner is sent home from his dream college on crutches.
Bedridden and tormented by flashbacks, he’s just seen his world shattered and his baseball scholarship go up
in smoke. Josh’s family hires a health aide to help take care of him, but when he opens the door, the last
person he expects to see is his biggest regret…
 
Katherine Singleton is the only girl Josh has ever loved. Now, even though she’s only taking care of him
because it’s her job, Josh is determined to win her back. But Kat had to move on after their breakup two
years ago, and despite her feelings for Josh, a lot has happened since he left…
 
When Kat’s past comes back to haunt her, Josh decides it’s his turn to take care of her. But protecting
her—and redeeming himself—will put Josh in the line of fire again. Will he survive this time?
 
Includes a sampler of (Never) Again
 
Praise for (Never) Again
 
"A sweet, romantic tale about reconnecting with the one that got away."—LeAnn's Book Reviews

"A fresh new voice."—wondrousreads.com

“A beautiful, light, fun love story with a dose of drama . . . leaves you with a satisfied smile when you read
that last page.”—Cassie Mae, author of How to Date a Nerd

”Made me remember how fantastic it is to surrender to your heart and fall in love.”—Lizzy Charles, author
of Effortless with You
 
Theresa Paolo lives in the same town she grew up in on Long Island, NY with her boyfriend and Milton,
their big eyed goldfish. She has a hard time accepting the fact she’s nearing thirty which is why she writes
new adult and young adult books, reliving the best and worst years of her life through her characters. She put
her love of writing on hold while she received her bachelor’s degree in marketing from Dowling College.
When she’s not writing, she’s behind a camera or can be found in the blogosphere or on Twitter, Pinterest
and Facebook.
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From reader reviews:

Angelina Rone:

Your reading 6th sense will not betray you actually, why because this (Once) Again publication written by
well-known writer who really knows well how to make book that could be understand by anyone who all
read the book. Written throughout good manner for you, leaking every ideas and creating skill only for
eliminate your hunger then you still uncertainty (Once) Again as good book not simply by the cover but also
with the content. This is one e-book that can break don't determine book by its cover, so do you still needing
a different sixth sense to pick this!? Oh come on your studying sixth sense already told you so why you have
to listening to another sixth sense.

Nathaniel Marvel:

The book untitled (Once) Again contain a lot of information on it. The writer explains your girlfriend idea
with easy method. The language is very easy to understand all the people, so do not necessarily worry, you
can easy to read it. The book was authored by famous author. The author will take you in the new era of
literary works. It is possible to read this book because you can read on your smart phone, or gadget, so you
can read the book throughout anywhere and anytime. If you want to buy the e-book, you can open up their
official web-site and also order it. Have a nice study.

Regina Nichols:

Book is one of source of expertise. We can add our information from it. Not only for students but also native
or citizen need book to know the update information of year for you to year. As we know those ebooks have
many advantages. Beside we add our knowledge, could also bring us to around the world. With the book
(Once) Again we can take more advantage. Don't that you be creative people? To become creative person
must want to read a book. Merely choose the best book that suitable with your aim. Don't become doubt to
change your life with this book (Once) Again. You can more pleasing than now.

Stephen Harvey:

Some people said that they feel weary when they reading a publication. They are directly felt this when they
get a half areas of the book. You can choose the book (Once) Again to make your own reading is interesting.
Your own personal skill of reading proficiency is developing when you similar to reading. Try to choose
very simple book to make you enjoy to learn it and mingle the feeling about book and looking at especially.
It is to be very first opinion for you to like to open a book and study it. Beside that the book (Once) Again
can to be your friend when you're feel alone and confuse using what must you're doing of this time.
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